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The part we read today was one of Rinzai’s dharma talks when he took the

high seat, and in this one he spoke about the ‘lump of red flesh’.  This part,

just like all of the other parts, is the same in that if you haven’t been able to

manifest the wisdom that truly grasps the two opposing activities who give

birth to everything and also lead everything to annihilation, you won’t be

able to understand this section.  

When you read these discourses that Rinzai gives when he takes the

high seat and gives Dharma talks, whether it is the one we read today or the

one we read yesterday when he met with Ma-yu, you can really feel how

clear  and  sharp  he  was.   If,  however,  you  didn’t  really  understand  the

meeting, the encounter, we can even call it a match, between Rinzai and

Ma-yu, then I really can’t give you the next part of the text, we really can’t

move forward.  I don’t  think that you understand yet.   But if  you really

practice, the more that you practice, the more you will understand what a

fantastic encounter it was between  Ma-yu and Rinzai.  If you can really see

what a great meeting it was between Ma-yu and Rinzai, then you will also be

able to see what a great Dharma talk Rinzai gave when he talked about the

lump of red flesh.  

I am planning, therefore, to speak again about the second chapter, the

meeting between Rinzai  and Ma-yu, before we go on, because I  think it

needs some more explanation.  

If we see this human being named Ma-yu as doing the plus activity,

then Rinzai, his partner in this meeting, would be doing the minus activity.
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The person who is doing plus, Ma-yu, faces Rinzai, his partner, and we can

interpret his question to mean, “What is the original activity?  In the origin,

what sort of activity is being done?”  The question Ma-yu asks Rinzai here

concerns the original face, this condition that gives birth to all of us, this

condition from which we all  appear,  not  just  we human beings,  but  the

condition from which every single existent being appears.  

It is very necessary for you to carefully understand that, especially for

us, especially for all of us who are striving to see to the very bottom of

Tathagata  Zen,  this  meeting  between  Rinzai  and  Ma-yu  is  a  wonderful

example. If would be the same if Ma-yu were to ask Rinzai, “A husband and

a wife, what is their original state of being together?”  You don’t have to go

far afield to take up some other more distant example.  You can simply very

clearly  see  the  meeting  between  Ma-yu  and  Rinzai  to  be  the  meeting

between you and your wife, and Ma-yu asks Rinzai,  “What is the original

nature of the meeting between husband and wife?”  

The original face, between husband and wife, I suppose we can say is

to birth a child.  And from the point of view of the child, we can say that the

child  has  manifested  the activity  of  being given  birth  to  by  his  parents.

There is no other original activity of plus and minus besides this.  Through

object  and  subject  making  relationship  with  each  other,  the  state  of

unification is manifest.  The manifestation of the ‘true eye’, as it is called in

this first koan, is the manifestation of the original face.  

True eye and original face, are the same, and within that manifestation

of  the true eye,  when the two activities of  object  and subject  face each

other,  then  although they  are  distinct  and facing each other  they  meet,

never losing their shared home.  That condition of facing can happen over

and over again, alternating with conditions of complete unification.  But if

separation never happens, then the two activities are always right together

in their one shared world.  This is the manifestation of the one condition
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where there is no increasing or decreasing.  

However, although this condition is manifest countless times in a row,

eventually a new state will be manifest in which the two activities, this time

through the expanding activity taking the lead, actually separate from each

other.  When plus and minus finally clearly separate from each other, the

thing that makes that clear separation possible is the manifestation of a by-

product  of  the  activity  of  plus  and  minus,  and  this  by-product  is  a

manifestation of new space.  This new space that is manifest appears in

between  plus  and  minus  and  allows them to  clearly  separate  from each

other, and this is what we call the appearance of the three worlds of past,

present and future.  This is what is being talked about in this koan.  

The by-product, the space that is manifest in between plus and minus

is the present moment, and in Tathagata Zen we say that here a completely

new present, a completely new space has been manifest.  The space that

appears in between plus and minus is imperfect space, and imperfect space

is what we normally think of as distance.  For the first time, distance is

manifest, there is a distance between plus and minus.  Distances were not

manifest  within  the  condition  of  the  origin.   For  the  first  time,  when

imperfect  space  appears,  distance  also  appears  separating  husband  and

wife.   But  most  people  live  their  lives  completely  unaware  of  this

fundamental principle of the manifestation of distance.  

Tathagata Zen says very clearly that the state of our original face has

this imperfect space, this distance, as its content.  Tathagata Zen practice is

the  practice  that  asks  you  to  clearly  understand  first  this  fundamental

principle that it is when a distance is manifest that tatha-gata and tatha-

agata, plus and minus, first separate from each other.  

And after understanding that, then we demand that you appeal to your

experience to actually do that.  

What exactly is the nature of this distance?  We say that the imperfect
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space, the distance is  manifest  because plus and minus have both given

equally of themselves in order to give birth to it.  Perhaps we can say that

plus gives one-hundred millionth of himself, and when we explain it in that

way, minus also gives the exact same one-hundred millionth of herself, and

the coming together of those infinitesimal portions of plus and minus is this

manifestation of imperfect space or distance.  

We can call the condition of the origin the one and only true space

there is, the one and only real cosmos there is.  And then here we have the

manifestation of the three worlds of past, present and future right within

that  one  and  only  absolute  space,  and  further  we  say  that  when  past,

present and future are manifest, there is no one and only unique space apart

from them.  You have to very carefully know for yourselves that when past,

present and future appear, it is right within the one and only world of the

dharma activity in which they appear, right within the one and only absolute

space.  There is no other world for them to appear into.  

Plus  and  minus  give  of  themselves  in  order  to  give  birth  to  this

distance,  this  imperfect  space.   And of  course that imperfect  space is  in

between plus and minus, that is to say it is manifest in between expanding

and  contracting.   Therefore,  you  can  see  that  when  expanding  and

contracting unify with each other, then there is no distance between them,

there is no imperfect space between them anymore.  Plus and minus unify

and the distance, the imperfect space, is gone, and then again the complete

dharma world, the perfect dharma activity is manifest.  

In Tathagata Zen we also name that manifestation the activity of true

love.  

When  we explain  the  alternating  appearance  and disappearance  of

distance or imperfect space, we say that occurs through first the separation

of host and guest, and then the unification of host and guest.  This, I know,

is a difficult kind of teaching, but this is what you have to get into to study
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Tathagata Zen.  I know that previously I have spoken many, many times

about this activity of the separation of guest and host which gives birth to

space,  and  also  the  activity  of  the  unification  of  guest  and  host  that

annihilates that imperfect space.  

The guest and the host, the object and the subject separate from each

other and then the present moment is born.  At the very same time that the

present moment is manifest, past and future also are manifest.  The present

moment appears, and then it is embraced.  The moment it appears, already

it  is  embraced  from  the  outside  by  the  contracting  activity,  and

simultaneously it is embraced from the inside by the expanding activity.  

If we say that you are embraced from the outside by contracting, and

simultaneously embraced by the inside by expanding, I bet it is going to

sound a little  bit  weird!   The way of  thinking which thinks that you are

embraced simultaneously from the inside and the outside by contracting and

expanding isn’t weird, it is the way that most people usually think that is

weird!  Most people have a flat, two-dimensional way of thinking, that is the

weird way of thinking.  And when you have that weird, flat thinking, then of

course the three-dimensional, spherical way of thinking will seem weird to

you.  

It is very necessary for you to correct your mistaken way of thinking

that you have had up until now by replacing it with this three-dimensional

way of thinking.  When you begin to contemplate three-dimensionally, you

should in fact contemplate two different spheres: one sphere on the outside

doing contracting, and another sphere from the very origin of expanding on

the inside doing expanding.  

There are these kind of people called Zen roshis, and there is this sort

of place that is called a sanzen room, and the kind of activity that goes on in

that place by those people is one in which the roshi looks upon the students

and clearly discerns whether that student is still stuck in doing flat thinking,
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or whether that person has grown up to the degree that she can do three-

dimensional thinking.  It is possible for the roshi to clearly recognize when

someone who is  studying Zen has grown up to the degree that she has

gotten rid of that flat way of thinking, and she has become able to fully

realize  that  the  born  self  is  simultaneously  embraced  from  outside  by

contracting and from inside by expanding.  

It is when finally a person can get rid of the flat thinking and enter into

three-dimensional  spherical  thinking  that  the  person  can  understand  the

principle  of  how the self  is  born.   It  is  when you finally  can enter  into

spherical thinking that you can come to grasp the principle that I always

explain about how the self is born, you can really come to grasp that the self

is born through receiving I said one-hundred millionths, but it could equally

be a tenth; whatever we say, an equal amount of plus and minus at the

same time.  You will never be able to clearly grasp the state of the original

face unless you can clearly manifest the thinking that knows how you are

born,  that  knows,  “I  am  born  having  received  one-tenth  of  the  minus

activity, and simultaneously one-tenth of the plus activity.”  

When plus and minus give a tenth of themselves in order to manifest

this  imperfect  space,  this  self,  this  born  child  in  between  them,  they  of

course are no longer their perfect complete activities, they both become 0.9

of  their  original  activity.   Because  this  imperfect  self  who  is  manifest

receives equally from plus and minus, in this case we are saying one-tenth

each, then as everybody knows, if you put together equal amounts of plus

and minus the result is zero.  And so we can clearly see that this imperfect

self is a manifestation of zero.  But because it only has imperfect amounts of

plus and minus as its content, it isn’t the complete zero.  

Plus and minus do separate from each other, and then for the first

time distance is manifest, an interval of space is manifest, an interval     of

imperfect space is manifest, and that interval, that distance is zero, but it is
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imperfect zero.  When the perfect activity of plus, the total activity of plus

meets up and unifies with the total, perfect, complete activity of minus, that

is the complete zero. 

However  you must not forget that  the state of  zero  isn’t  a fixated

state.  It is a state of activity in which plus and minus are alternatingly

unifying and facing each other, experiencing each other completely over and

over again.  We can talk about perfect zero, complete zero, but it isn’t a

fixated state, it is a state in which plus and minus are always acting within

their one shared home together.  In that state of the origin an  interval of

space, a distance, has not yet been manifest.  

You have to contemplate this for yourself and you have to find a way

to make it interesting, or it is not Zen practice!  In the condition of the origin

there is  no interval  of  space,  there is  no distance, there is  no imperfect

present moment.   It  is only when the three worlds of past,  present and

future are manifest that distance is also manifest.  When past, present and

future appear, that is when distances first appear.  The world of distance is

the  present  moment,  that  present  moment  world  of  distance  was  not

manifest  in  the  condition  of  the  origin,  but  here  it  is  manifest,  and

simultaneously  past  and  future  also  are  manifest.   Before  the  world  of

distance appeared, past and future also were not manifest.  

Past,  present  and future all  are manifest  exactly  at  the same time

together, and so Tathagata Zen asks you to practice and clearly contemplate

that before the manifestation of the imperfect “I am” present moment self,

there was no past or future.  That is the condition of the origin. 

 But, as I told you before, don’t forget that the condition of the origin

is a state of activity in which plus is experiencing minus and simultaneously,

minus is experiencing plus over and over again.  The state of the origin is an

activity that is occurring totally will-lessly, it is a totally will-less activity.

Tatha-gata and tatha-agata experience each other over and over, they act in
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order to experience each other.  Never think that the state of the origin is a

fixated, static condition!  

Personifying this state, Tathagata Zen names it the manifestation of

true love.  Don’t misunderstand this, though.  The state of the origin, the

manifestation of true love has no will and no thinking, so the moment you

are  thinking  this  or  that  about  the  activity  of  love,  it  isn’t  the  will-less

thoughtless true love activity!  The moment you say this or that about love,

that is already the “I am”, already the ego speaking.  As long as the ego is

there, then true love is not manifest.  That is why we say that imperfect ego,

that imperfect “I am” self is not something that should be talking about true

love!  

Within  the  manifestation  of  the  three  worlds  of  past,  present  and

future the past world is the plus activity, it only has plus as its content.  But

because plus has given part of himself in order to birth the present, he isn’t

the perfect  plus  activity.   And the future activity  is  the imperfect  minus

activity, she has become imperfect because she also gave of herself in order

to  birth  the  present.   The  self  is  the  present  moment,  the  self  is  this

distance, this interval of space, and it as well is imperfect.  This situation is

comprised  of  three  imperfections:  imperfect  plus,  imperfect  minus,  and

imperfect  zero.  Neither  plus nor minus are manifesting complete space.

They are opposing each other here, and both are manifesting incomplete

space.  

This condition of the three worlds who are all imperfect is a condition

in which all three worlds can compare themselves to each other.  This world

of  comparison is  the very foundation of  the material  world,  the world of

form.  

If we personify the condition of the origin and consider it to be the

perfect personality, the perfect personification, then I suppose we could call

it the Almighty or even God.  The state prior to the manifestation of the “I
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am” self is a state that, of course, no “I am” self can see.  But that origin of

the self can be called the Absolute Being, the Supreme Being, the Almighty,

or God.  

And because that  world is  a world that  has gathered  together  and

unified all of past, present and future we call it the dharmakaya, or zero.

The dharmakaya, the origin of absolutely everything, is this state that I keep

on calling the condition of the origin that has all of plus and minus as its

content and is an activity of plus and minus experiencing each other over

and over again.  There is no original state apart from the original activity of

guest and host unifying with each other and then facing each other over and

over again.  

You have to really see for yourselves that this condition of the origin is

the will-less manifestation of true love in which tatha-gata and tatha-agata

are acting without will, unifying with each other over and over again.  

When the child is born husband and wife are transformed into mother

and  father,  and  together  they  nurture  and  care  for  that  child.   This

manifestation is also the condition of the origin.  The state in which mother

and father are together, simultaneously nurturing and educating their infant

child is a state of unification, a state where they are absolutely together,

therefore that also can be called the manifestation of one true nature.  This

is the manifestation of true love.  This is the manifestation of the condition

of the origin.  Of course, this is the manifestation of the one true eye of the

thousand hand, thousand-eyed bodhisattva of Great Compassion.  

If you think, “This baby is too much trouble, we can’t live with this

baby, we can’t feed it, it is too much trouble,” and you throw the baby out,

then of course that is not the activity of true love.  These days, we have

plenty of food, so I suppose that sort of thing never happens.  But in the old

days, depending on what country you lived in, there were times when there

wasn’t  enough  food  and  there  where  times  when  children  were  simply
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thrown out.  For the mothers, of course, and also for the fathers that has to

be the most bitter experience.  

In the original state in the condition of the origin, however, that never

happens.  In the condition of the origin, in the state of the source, mother

and father are always in relationship with the child, always caring for and

helping the child.  Together they do all sorts of things to help the baby:

bathing it in warm water, putting its clothes on, and so forth.  This condition

of mother and father working  together like this to help the child  is  the

original  condition.    There  is  no  manifestation  of  true  love,  there  is  no

manifestation of One True Nature other than this. 

In Tathagata Zen we say that you have to teach about the encounter

between Rinzai and Ma-yu as clearly the manifestation of true love.  They

are freely  manifesting true love with each other,  they never  fixate past,

present and future.  They manifest past, present and future and then they

dissolve past, present and future and manifest the source again freely, over

and over.  

That place at the end of the story where they separate from each

other is the place where they no longer need to manifest their “I am” selves

at all.  They both totally throw the “I am” away and total plus and total

minus  are  manifest  again.   Plus  becomes  total  plus,  and  minus

simultaneously becomes perfect minus.  In the end, their separation means

they  don’t  need  to  manifest  two  opposing  selves  anymore.   They  both

manifest the source.  

If you think about this it might seem lonely.  There plus is, he has lost

everything else, he is just all by himself.  Minus might be lonely, too, but

don’t  forget  that  plus  and  minus  in  this  case  have  no  function  of

consciousness, they are simply acting without will.  

In the state of the source the activities of plus and minus are simply

acting will-lessly.  There is no thinking, there is no will, there is no function
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of consciousness, and therefore there is nothing that we can call loneliness,

and further, nothing that we can call joy either.  

There is a very famous old poem that is written about the state of the

origin (and the translator just asked roshi to say it a little more slowly).

(What Roshi said, “Rakka to komu to hitoshiku toki, shisui choten to tomo ni

isseki” -- will try to get him to write it out later.)  This poem means:   “In

the fall, when the wind blows, or even if the wind doesn’t blow, the leaves

fall from the trees.  And when the springtime comes, naturally the flowers

bloom.”  That is just like the condition of the source.  This is expressing the

clear and will-less and natural activity of the working together of heaven and

earth.   Heaven and earth  become totally  one with each other,  and then

separate from each other and then become one again and again.  In fact, to

even say a poem about it is already a manifestation of a wrong view.  We

can say that this condition of the origin is truly something that you can’t

express in words.  

There is really nothing at all difficult about studying Zen.  All it is, is

the manifestation of true love.  But if you attach to the state of true love,

what will happen to the world of past, present and future?  It will  never

come into being.  

Conversely,  if  we attach to this  human world of  past,  present  and

future, then the world of one true nature, the world of true love, will never

be manifest.  If you attach to the “I am”, then the world of true love, the

manifestation  of  the  true  activity  of  Great  Compassion  will  never  be

manifest.   You  will  not  be  able  to  truly  grasp  the  principle  of  Great

Compassion until you can clearly understand that the nature of the self is to

both be manifest and dissolved over and over.  

Distance inevitably is manifest.  However, when One True Nature is

manifest,  when  true  love  is  manifest,  that  distance  disappears.   Right

together with plus and minus disappearing, that distance between them also
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disappears.  Through that, undoubtedly, perfect love is manifest.  Through

that, perfect complete space is manifest.  But perfect space, perfect love,

complete space, complete love also is not fixated.  Again it will break apart

and the “I am” will be born from that.  That is when, again, past, present

and future, the world of distances, the human world is manifest.  

 I suppose you could say that this is the principle  Ma-yu and Rinzai

are performing for the audience.  If you can really catch this principle for

yourself, then just to read a couple of paragraphs from the Rinzai Roku will

be a lot more interesting than any love scene in any movie.  

In Zen practice, in this Tathagata Zen practice, too, we do all sorts of

things,  for  instance  we  do  a  lot  of  standing  up  and  sitting  down,  and

jumping.   Especially  standing  up  and  sitting  down.   But  if  you  don’t

understand the principle behind standing up and sitting down, then you can

practice Zen forever  and never  really  be practicing Zen!   You will  never

understand the teaching called Buddhism.  Somehow you must manifest the

wisdom that knows tthe principle of repeating standing and sitting.  If you

see your lover walking towards you on the road, you can’t stay seated or

even just  standing up,  the only thing you can do is  run your  fastest  to

embrace her!  That’s why we have the koan, “When you run and embrace

your lover, where has the distance between you gone to?”   

If  you  can’t  answer  that  question,  then  you  can’t  be  said  to  be

practicing Zen at all.  So I know that it is really hard for you guys to try and

answer your koans, but think of me.  It is even more of a struggle for me to

watch you struggling to answer!

The next koan is the koan about the lump of red flesh, also a very

interesting koan.  We will talk about it the next time, and really there is

nothing at all difficult about it, it is just talking about the same old thing.  If

you can clearly manifest the wisdom that knows the principle of how plus

and minus act with each other, then this lump of red flesh koan will be easy
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to get.

        終

The End
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